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ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF RANK STATISTICS USED FOR 
MULTIVARIATE TESTING SYMMETRY 
(Preliminary communication) 
Marie HUSKOVX, Praha 
This preliminary communication contains assertions 
on asymptotic distributions of statistics used for the 
nonparametric multivariate testing symmetry. The results 
are proved under the hypothesis of symmetry, a near alter-
native and a general alternative. The proofs are based on 
the corresponding theorems for univariate case and the 
theorem on convergence in distribution for vectors (see 
Theorem V.2.1 in [5]). 
Let X^ - (X^,..f, Xfr) , 4 ** + * N , be inde-
pendent yft -dimensional random variables and let ftj^ 
be the rank of I Xj± i in the sequence of absolute va-
lues IX^I, ..,, I XN^ I . Put 
with c,i£ being regression constants, ^UL^^ scores 
A i£ x & 0 , 
4><yГЬ X ш < 
1 í£ X < 0 . 
AMS,Primary 62E20,62H10,62G99 Ref.2. 9.77 ,9.74 
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By 2 „ we denote the conditional matrix of S-
given lx**' 2£jt*7 , ' * _ - - - - < , < . - • * - - * . 
under (1) given below and by S]I C the generalized in-
verse of C_^ _ (see C4J). 
•JVC* 
We are interested in an investigation of the asympto-
tic distribution of the statistics 
under various systems of conditions. 
The problem was solved for example in the papers of Puri 
and Sen 13], Patel C21 and Adichie [11. The attention has 
been devoted to the case c»_- - 'f or X*_ =- X_ „ « ,,. = X-̂ .. 
At first let us consider the following system of con-
ditions for the distribution of X. ,"»> XN : 
a) X1,,,,, X N are independent; 
b) W'''* W **̂ > ̂  *> A " ̂ > 
c) F̂ C*)-* ̂ F^C-*), 4^*6^,. 
(1) */ d ) ^4* a r e continuous; 
e) P C * ^ X^ m «%,..., *>yn> X . ^ - n^) - • 
« P C * < ^ X ^ * - i r j , „ , , ^ 9 ^ 1 / X ^ » - 1 ^ J , 
4 ^ £ * H % 
where J ^ ^ and % , 4 - s £ i-s N , 4 s-s -£, .6 41,, 
are the distribution functions of C Xj^ 9 X*^ ) 
and X i • f respectively. 
These conditions are fulfilled wfaen X_.,,,. X_, satis-
1 ' * N 
fy the multivariate hypothesis of symmetry (definition see 
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Let us denote by J) ss (d, - _ ) . * _ A the diagonal 
matrix with 
oU. - f.lc* /9>?C«,)d<L)-
i/* . 
ii 3--M #* 0 y* 
Further we shall suppose the covariance matrix £ of 
*c 
& under (1) satisfies: c 
(2) 
IfUU E c D, 1* has a limit £ for (4) Cp Cp Op v* n 
given below with <L< • a C;. , then £ is regu-
lar. 
On the asymptotic distribution of &c under (1) we 
can state: 
Theorem 1. Let (1),(2) and 
(3) 4icuHi ^ + ^ ^ N J ) - ^ (44,))%dL4A, -~+ 0 , 4 £ I 6 jv, 
where <p. is squared integrable and lu,}il is the lar-






0 , Ą ê i & Ąl , 
asymptotically ^ -distributed with ^-degrees of free­
dom. 
Now we turn to another case. Under (6) given below the 
following conditions ensure that.... JC - , .. . ., XH "nearly" 
satisfy the hypothesis of symmetry: 
a•) X^ . #., X u are independent i 
b) X •• has a density f. Coc, 8.. ) where 
(5) 7 © ^ i* an unknown parameter; 
c) f- (x, S ) ifl absolutely continuous at 
_ 199 -
9 for almost all # } A £ i> 4s 42, 9 
a\(xfB) J 
where ^(x79) » "-~~~$Q > 4 -̂  * ^ ^ ; 
almost all x , 
f) ft (x, 0). are fl^nmetric about 0, 1 k 4, & ft-
g) f ^ <*» «f, %.£ %*, } ia continuous at. 9^ « 
m Q_ -» 0 for all *,'#•'- 4 6 * , Jfr .6 ̂  , 
with £ ^ (y, fj/, &^ ^ . fc ,* being the distri-
bution function of (Xi^ , ^-JLH) respectively* 
Under (5) it can be stated about ft ( T, C # , Q . . ) 
denotes the distribution function of -X"* . ) s 
Theorem 2« Let (5), (3) with ^ ? 4 4 i £ jv being 
squared integrable, (2) with £ e being the covariance 
matrix of Sc under (1) with 0.^ «* 0 9 i it I 4i ^ f 
A & £ £ H , and 
hold. Then for (4) i t holds. 
4 ^ v l P ( f t e < x ) - ^ < * * < a ; c £ C ( « « e > ' ~ * ° > 
where the components of 4 ^ -» ( c " ^ , . * * , pQcfr^ a r e 
given by 
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and where (J ( .x , cf ) is the distribution function of 
noncentral j^2, -distribution with t̂, degrees of freedom 
and noncentrality parameter cT . 
At the end the case of a general alternative will be 
considered. We shall suppose that X*,*•*, -XN satisfy 
only the following: 
a) X 
(7) 
1 » " *
 XN are independent; 




Let us denote by 2 , SG cs: Ä.C <-9 4b m Ąf. 4Ь 
the covariance matrix under (7) or the expectation of g l
f*-C 
under (7) respectively. Here we shall need also the follo­
wing notation 
K ^d,iJk.^*,Jk,m Ą,:.,Q, 
ш (ЛU 
U 
if gp̂  satisfies (12), i m A* , 
_. ) if o>- satisfies (13) but not (12), 
if i * A , 
where i/cvL° denotes wax, under (7). 
Further we shall aupposa that x £ satisfies: 
/ If there exists a matrix X » ^ ^ ^ . - f , , , 4* 
with the property, for every e > 0 and ^ > 
> 0 there exist an J**̂  and c£ ;>• 0 such 
that the conditions 
(8) •\ (9) < satisfies (13) but not (12) , 
-201-
) WH? S. > dr1 fYrhcuo cS- if «?• 
>- satisfies (12) 
entail 
let0.. <£• ff* - 6?;. I <- e , 
then £ is regular. 
The condition (7) is weaker than (1) and (5). On the other 
side we restrict ourselves to scores of the form either 
(10) a^C*. - Eg5.CU.JJ0>, 1 k * £H, 4 h I * & , 
(11) *ÌH (^)s % C]ӣî * ' 4éééN,4й<0éf,, 
with iif** denoting the -i -th order statistics in a 
sample of size M from the uniform distribution on 
and with y, defined on (0,4 ) that either 
(12) has a bounded second derivative on ( 0, 1 ) 
or 
(13) has a form 9^ - cp^ m <p^ f where 9 ^ is 
nondecreasing square integrable and absolutely continuous 
inside C 0f 4 ) . 
Theorem 3. Let (7) and (8) be satisfied, let the sco-
res be given by (10) or (11) and 9^ , 4 6 <L £ -ft- , defi-
ned on (0, 4 ) 9 satisfy the condition (12) or (13). Then 
for every . g, > 0 and m > 0 there exist an -N6.» and 
a, d£ > 0 such that (9) entails 
where lfc..m ( U 4 e , ..., U ^ )' nas the normal distribu-
tion c E s e , r ; ) . 
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